Bushfire Resilience Inc. Webinar 3 2020
Getting your insurance right

Feedback Survey. Q 4 What is the most important thing you learned from this session?

1

Review our insurance policy.

2

I need to review my policy in great detail and call my insurer.

3

Check my policy, even if it's full replacement value.

4

To ask the questions about the hidden costs to the insurance company.

5

Need to seriously review policy to gain clarity.

6

To talk to my insurer in detail about our policy & what it covers.

7

To call my insurer to get a proper 'sum insured' about.

8

That insurance can be complicated - but many questions didn't seem to be addressed until
the end, and then only briefly.

9

Micro checking of policy is essential with clarification of all issues with insurer.

10

Check all the questions I now have with my insurance company.

11

Photograph your home and contents for easier claims.

12

I really need to check and understand my insurance.

13

You appear to be able to insure for more than property is worth in current terms?

14

The pros and cons of the different insurance types.

15

that need to take another look at my insurance policies.

16

To think in terms of TOTAL LOSS - and all the components that may entail.

17

Will be difficult to have house built to original architect design and quality with special
materials, finish, etc.

18

Don't under insure.

19

The need to review my policy and speak to my insurer.

20

The vastness of what needs to be included in the insurance.

21

Check your policy details with your insurer.

22

Am I adequately covered with my insurance.
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23

Review you situation and insurance also ask for their help with your review.

24

Need for annual review of house insurance. seek clarity if not understanding information
on policy PDS. shop around as companies do not necessarily reward loyalty.

25

Review our insurance regularly with agent.

26

Keep reviewing policy annually.

27

Review my current insurance.

28

Talk to a builder and then my insurer.

29

I need to review my insurance!

30

Record keeping Check what the insurer knows.

31

Review my insurance.

32

All the things you need to consider when insuring your home adequately.

33

Talk to the insurance company with any concerns or queries, and check the calculator.

34

The insidious impact of under-insurance in the context of rising fire risk and stricter
rebuilding regulation.

35

My knowledge of Insurance needs for my house and property needs more time and
attention.

36

Two things: Safety net & check all the items you added up are actually specified in the
scope of the policy.

37

Review current insurance policy for adequate coverage.

38

Need to review. How to value owner built mud brick?

39

Insuring fences, Outbuildings (not currently insured).

40

To enquire of my insurer what happens with a partial loss.

41

I need to review my insurance policies.

42

To remember to not just insure the house, to also insure sheds, fences, water tanks, etc.

43

Check my insurance policy to see what exactly am I covered for.

44

Review your insurance.

45

Check the policy.

46

Look! See all the things you’ve done, take photos, list stuff, plan a rebuild suitable to your
needs even before an event. Ask your insurer the many questions, get an on-site review.
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